sistent difficulties involved in attempts at actual attainment of that end, on the other, provides the skeletal framework within which analysis of the contemporary problem must rest.
I
To what extent is protection afforded against illegal arrests by police? 3 The legal remedies seem obvious. They seem numerous. There is the policeman; there are his superior officers; there is the municipality, state or nation. Apart from compensation, one would expect that there might be other redress.
Normally, counsel would consider first, suit for damages against the immediate wrongdoer. And, indeed, are we not informed on every hand that the responsibility of policemen in England and the United States is the chief characteristic which distinguishes them from continental police?4 To be sure, the law in the books is emphatic in granting "relief." In granting, that is, a judgment against the wrongdoer.
But the value of a judgment depends upon the financial condition of the judgment-debtor. Our policemen do not accumulate fortunes like that acquired by Townsend, the famous Bow Street Runner who left £20,o0o. Or, if they occasionally do, the source may be such that the funds cannot be located except by commissions enjoying large powers and facilities to investigate. Ordinarily, the prospects of satisfying a judgment against a policeman are poor indeed. Few suits are therefore brought.5 Thus the Anglo-American theory, at least when directly applied, collapses at its initial application to fact. 6 But police officials receive salaries from known sources. What, then, of garnishment? In a few states this remedy is available;7 but not in the vast majority of states. 8 The most frequent ground is "public policy." 9 Sometimes such policy rests upon the need to retain the services of the officerwhich apparently requires that he be kept judgment-proof.Io Again, it is urged that other public officials "should not be compelled to devote their time and attention .... to making appearances in garnishment cases."" In proceedings to reach money due the marshal of Marietta, Georgia, who received more than $5,ooo per annum, the court held this was salary, not wages. Hence garnishment could not be brought under the statute. 2 The prevalent attitude was expressed by the Missouri court which held that these were "contests about which the corporation has no interest."' 3 Debts incurred in the performance of public services are not distinguished.X4
The policeman is, indeed, merely a public instrument. Hence he does not regard a debt incurred in the public service as a personal obligation. And in large measure this view is justifiable. The hazards of such employment in any large city, involving at least the retainer of counsel and the defense of litigation, would, if anything more than merely formal, impose an impossible burden. Survival of a rule of liability which had utility when police service was universal (and arrests apt to be made or ordered by persons of some means) is an anachronism as obvious only as the utter worthlessness of the rule in modern conditions when applied against professional policemen.
But this official is also employed in the business of a political association. It is right both legally and morally that a principal answer for the torts of his servant. And since the principal is a sovereign state or a municipality, the vexing problem of financial worth recedes. But the problem of establishing the liability of a sovereign state or of a city presents even greater obstacles to recovery. It will suffice to confine discussion to the pal but not as to state officers, since the state cannot be sued); Mo. 59 (1847) .
'4 Cf. ...... most remarkable of all was perhaps the Pluchard case in which a civilian obtained damages for a fall occasioned by an involuntary collision with a policeman in pursuit of a thief. (Recueil), 1029 (igio) ." Laski, op. cit. supra note 4, at 469. municipality, which presents the lesser difficulties. Here we have a corporation, organized under a state charter and doing business on a large scale. If liability can be established, then relief in fact normally exists.
It appears at once that the problem is part of the larger one of municipal liability in general. Distinctions drawn between corporate and governmental functions,1 and exceptions made to the rule respondeat superior, supply the avenues for denial of liability. 6 As regards police officers, absence of liability is the uniform rule." Not only the initial false arrest but also subsequent false imprisonment, even where it involves superior officials, is held the sole concern of the individuals. 8 It thus appears, subject to few exceptions, that where there is liability (as in the case of the policeman), the fact of financial irresponsibility is operative and, presumably, conclusive; while, where financial responsibility exists (as in the case of a city), there is no liability.
This disparity between theory and fact, between an empty shell of relief and substantial compensation, could not remain unnoticed. But the confused and unprogressive state of the law of public associations (includis Some indication of the rigidity of the doctrine may be seen in Jones v. City of New Orleans, 143 La. 1074, 79 So. 865 (ri8), where the city was held not liable for a death caused by a policeman assigned to a Railroad Commission to protect the property of a railroad, even though the officer received his salary from the special department. 18 David, Municipal Liability in Tort in California, 7 So. Calif. L. Rev. 302 (1934) . Some departure from the common law doctrine has been made in England and in Canada. (For citations, see id., at 303.) In the United States a recent development of some significance is represented by Evans v. Berry decided in New York in 1932. On February 5, 1927, the plaintiff was injured by a stray bullet fired by a police officer pursuing two robbers. On December ioth the city council passed an ordinance authorizing a local board to make just and equitable awards to persons injured in the past or in the future by a police officer engaged in arresting any person or in executing any legal process. On Jan. 26, 1928, the board awarded the plaintiff $6,740. The Appellate Division held the award invalid (258 N.Y.S. 473, 236 App. Div. 334 (1932)) but on further appeal, it was upheld as a proper, indeed commendable, recognition of a moral obligation and an exercise of the equitable power of the city. ("Assumption of liability does not constitute a gift or gratuity to the injured person so long as it is the legitimate recognition of an equitable claim." Pound, J., in Evans v. Berry, 262 N.Y. 61, 71, 186 N.E. 203, 206 (1933) ; and cf. Note, 42 Yale L. J. 241 (1932) .) The result reached was, indeed, equitable. But the basis of relief, resting, as it did, upon grace and not upon any legal right to compel compensation, indicates no retreat from the traditional irresponsibility of the municipal corporation.
ing that of municipal corporations) makes it difficult to construct out of that law a theoretically sound basis for relief. Only within the last decade have social-utilitarian ideas perceptibly influenced thinking in this field.
x9
Certainly the movement to spread losses which cannot fairly be levied upon individuals, seems especially relevant to an enterprise like police.
Without doubt, the most important step towards effective relief attempted thus far is provision for the filing of official bonds. 0 Many states have enacted such statutes. But the village constable and the county sheriff, rather than the city policeman, are the officials typically covered. Moreover, there are many serious limitations upon such provision for remedy. Chiefly, the difficulty results from the interposition of a special instrument (the bond) and the relevant law of suretyship-a body of rules which in modern times developed especially to meet the needs of commercial transactions. Consequently, there is very rigid interpretation as to whether the principal on the bond (the officer) was acting within the scope of his authority when he committed the tort complained of. That was the issue in a recent Maryland case where action was brought against a sheriff and his surety. A convict under sentence of death had escaped. The sheriff, believing that the plaintiff knew of the fugitive's hiding place, arrested her and imprisoned her in the county jail for thirty days. Despite abuse and torture, she denied guilt or knowledge. In the opinion rendered, the initial and decisive premise was that "the contract of a surety upon an official bond is subject to the strictest construction .... and nothing is to be taken by construction against the obligors."
' 2 It was held that the issue in such cases turns upon whether the officer was acting virtute officii or colore officii. 2 2 Here the sheriff had arrested without a warrant and without reasonable grounds of suspicion. He did not take the plaintiff before a magistrate, but imprisoned her without any commitment. It was held that he did not act yirtute officii, and that the bond contained "no clause to cover an abuse or usurpation of power."
In a Kentucky case 2 3 police officers arrested the plaintiff without a war- Md. 194, 127 Atl. 758 (1925) .
" The former are "where a man doing an act within the limits of his official authority exercises that authority improperly, or abuses the discretion placed in him. The latter are where the act committed is of such nature that the office gives him no authority to do it; in the doing of that act he is not to be considered as an officer."
And cf. rant, and took him to a station in Louisville where they beat him. The plaintiff sued the policemen and the Chicago Bonding and Surety Co. for $5,ooo. The torts were held to be the individual acts of the policemen "and not their official acts done by virtue of their office.1" 2 4 In a later Kentucky case, the plaintiff, a student at the state university, had been devoting part time to the sale of an automobile accessory. Police officers arrested him without a warrant, and charged him with vagrancy and operating a confidence game. They photographed and measured him, and applied "the usual humiliating routine of men charged with crime."25 Judgment against the policemen was upheld. That against the Fidelity and Casualty Company of New York, however, was reversed despite the fact that "these policemen .... in good faith believed the appellee had committed a felony.
' 26 In a more recent case, 2 7 the Kentucky court held that if a crime had been committed in the officer's presence and the officer unnecessarily struck the plaintiff, the surety was liable, but that in any event "punitive damages are never allowable against a surety on an official bond." Judgment for the plaintiff was reversed.
Obviously a surety should not be held answerable for all misconduct by a bonded official. Thus, where two officers quarrelled, and one shot at another, killing a bystander, upon no reasonable construction could liability on the bond be based.
5 But what of the above decisions where police officers made arrests bona fide, or abused arrestees in an effort to secure evidence of guilt? Bare recital of the facts shows that the most serious injuries, the abuses most flagrant, are the very ones where compensation is denied. Where the need for protection is greatest, the conduct is only colore officii.2 9 A few courts have refused to permit such nullification of the apparent legislative intent. Thus in a case where the surety pleaded that no offense had in fact been committed, Colore officii is only one of several avenues of escape provided by the law of suretyship. In a recent California case judgment against a police officer for $2,000 for false arrest, assault and imprisonment, and for $i,ooo against sureties on his bond, was reversed. Such action could be maintained "only by the obligee named in the bond."
'3 ' Only the municipality was so named. In another case, a police officer in Knoxville, Tennessee, arrested a man for violation of a traffic ordinance, and when he began to run away, shot and severely wounded him. In an attempt to avoid the technicality noted, the action was brought in the name of the city for the use of the injured person. Nevertheless it was held that ". . . the bond upon which the plaintiff's action is predicated was not given for his benefit and for his protection. ' ' 32 But not all courts have so rigidly applied the rules of suretyship. In an Illinois case the same technical objection was made. Said the court: "It is difficult to understand for whose benefit the condition was made if not for those whom he might unlawfully assault while being arrested or while under arrest."
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Still other technicalities frustrate the purposes of legislation requiring official bonds. Thus, the death of a city marshal released his surety from liability for the deputy marshal's tort.
3 4 Again, a surety was held not liable for torts of policemen appointed by a city marshal, because of the absence of express statutory provision.35 In a Washington case 36 the surety escaped liability because the minutes of the city council were not in strict compliance with the statute requiring a bond "in such penal sum as the city council shall determine." The minutes did show a recommendation by the mayor, and approval by the council, but no formal submission to a vote. Liability is further avoided because of failure of officials to require or to approve a bond, failure to do so in exact compliance with the statute, failure to require an official to renew a bond, failure to require that the bond be maintained in the full amount required, with the result that if the surety has once paid a judgment on a particular bond, subsequent claimants can hold it only to the balance of its obligation, and so on. Thus in many of the states where official bonds are required, the legislative intent to afford compensation for official lawlessness is entirely nullified or rigorously restricted. Between the injured individual who seeks redress and the public corporation whose servant committed the tort, there are interposed the law of suretyship and strict rules of statutory construction. The results are manifest. Instead of providing relief, damage is augmented.
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For another, quite different reason, action on a bond is very inadequate. The surety in most cases is a great corporation. The plaintiff is an individual whose resources are scant-that one can frequently discover from the reports themselves, despite their factual incompleteness. A student, a minor, a woman, a transient, a local petty gambler or inebriate-these were plaintiffs in the above cases. The existence of a web of technicality to defeat recovery is itself some evidence of competent counsel at work over a long period of time, accumulating the benefits of the past experience of a large corporation doing a national business, and amply supplied with the instruments of defense, legal and financial. It may be noted, in passing, that despite the recent growth of equity jurisdiction, an injunction will not be issued to prevent a threatened illegal arrest. 39 Under the widest possible interpretation of the cases, the threat 37 In a number of states, provision is made for the reimbursement of an official who has successfully defended a suit arising from his employment. On the other hand, a private individual who has suffered injury must, under our system, bear the costs of litigation even though he wins the suit. 38 E.g., in Kentucky, where a rather large number of such cases appear in the appellate reports, there seems to be a definite, progressive limitation of the value of the remedy as one technicality after another gained judicial approval, to block relief entirely in the later cases. (1872)). To the remonstrance that the city marshal was "of small pecuniary means," the court replied that "the insolvency of a person who threatens to make an arrest cannot be ground for an injunction to restrain him." In an earlier New York case (Wood v. City of Brooklyn, 14 Barb. (N.Y.) 426 (1852) ), an injunction was issued to restrain a threatened arrest for selling liquor. The grounds for relief were that the ordinance regulating such sale was void, and that the complainant would suffer an irreparable damage to a business which supplied a livelihood for himself and his family. But in a later decision, the New York court refused to enjoin an arrest where the sole basis for relief was irreparable loss to property. (Davis v. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 75 N.Y. 364 (1878)). The reason advanced was that a court of equity would be compelled to determine the legality of the arrest, and be required, therefore, to decide the guilt or innocence of the petitioner. This, the court stated (though with what soundness seems dubious) would of an irreparable loss to property is an essential condition of such relief. Accordingly, as regards the overwhelming majority of persons who suffer false arrest, imprisonment and battery at the hands of police, preventive relief is precluded. We have noted the tendency to classify extreme abuse as mere colore offieji. Here, poverty operates in like fashion to narrow even the theoretical availability of a remedy. The net result-the propertyless individual and the person most grievously injured by abusive police (are they not likely to be one and the same class of persons?) are quite without relief. This means, in turn, that they must continue to meet and bear official lawlessness.
The conjunction of the various legal doctrines discussed and of the assumption regarding the pecuniary value of suit against police is such that potentially effective legal remedy, i.e. remedy against a financially responsible party, is very limited, and even here it is further restricted by numerous technicalities.
This non-availability of potentially effective legal remedy is not the outcome of the law of arrest, or of the law of torts, but rather results from the dominance of other rules. Thus it is the law of municipal corporations which bars suit against the city, as does other public law bar suit against the state. Again it is the law of municipal corporations that almost everywhere prohibits garnishment of the policeman's salary. It is the law of suretyship that limits actions upon bonds. It is the law governing the issuance of injunctions that bars equitable relief for threatened false arrest. These bodies of rules have grown from diverse sources and in response to needs other than those arising from the problem of arrest or even that of police in general. Equally clear is the fact that there has been no deliberate intention to render rules impotent by restrictive technicality. With the rise of a professional police force and of an enormous body of diversified substantive law, men have probed into this corpus juris for instrumentalities that might be effective under the changed conditions. Integration of the various lines of attack reveals the failure to solve the existing problem.
mean that in such cases "the trial of offenders in the constitutional mode prescribed by law, would forever be prohibited." The earlier case was distinguished upon the ground that there, since the ordinance was void, it was not necessary to determine the guilt or innocence of the complainant prior to issuance of an injunction (cf. 
II
Rules take on significance when viewed in relation to the persons they affect and the situations to which they are applied. We turn therefore to several types of cases in which illegal apprehensions occur, and to another stage "in the administrative process where the incidence of illegality is frequent. Emphasis has been placed upon illegal apprehension without a warrant.40 But arrest includes not only apprehension but detention as well.4' The rules prescribed are clear and specific: (i) the officer making the arrest must bring the arrestee before a magistrate, and (2) he must do this without delay.
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Cases in the appellate reports are helpful in the further analysis of the problem. Not quantitatively so, of course, because they represent only the transactions of the highest tribunals. They cannot be taken as an index of suits filed in the nisi prius courts. And these latter, even if known, no doubt represent but a small fraction of like torts committed by police. But appellate court cases are helpful not only as authoritative determinations of the rules, but even more, as descriptions of typical situations where abuse occurs. These situations in conjunction with the rules, objectify important aspects of the contemporary problem of arrest.
i. Drunkenness.-The Chief of Police of Cambridge, Massachusetts, found one Brock "in a public place in a state of intoxication, disorderly and disturbing the peace.4
43 He took him to the police station, held him there for a short time, and discharged him sober. Gray, J., held that the arrest was only "a preliminary step towards taking the prisoner before a court. The defendant .... having failed to do this, cannot justify the arrest." Judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of three hundred dollars was affirmed. The Massachusetts statute was subsequently modified to provide that in cases of arrest of intoxicated persons, the officer "may" (instead of "shall," as the statute provided at the time of the Brock case) make a complaint. Nevertheless, Ames, J., held that "may" and "shall" were equivalent terms. The facts facilitated interpretation of the new statute as a departure from the old, for the officer did not imprison the plaintiff but re-40 It is obvious that there can be and is illegal apprehension by officers acting with a warrant. Indeed, violation of any of the rules governing arrest has like significance here.
41 It is a fine question whether in point of fact there can be apprehension without detentioni.e., for a fractional period of time. The logical difficulty, however, is not a practical one. leased him on the way to the lock-up.44 Despite that and regardless of the statutory change, the court followed Brock v. Stimson on the ground that "the arrest intended [by the Legislature] is such as is incident to the service of legal process.
' ' 45
In a later Massachusetts case 46 of like arrest, the fact that a severe flood occurred, and that no justice was available, did not cause the court to relax the rule. But the plaintiff requested his discharge from the jail, and the court held that if he intended thereby "to release any damages on account of a failure to make a complaint," he was not entitled to recover. 47 The above cases reveal the judicial insistence upon police work as purely ministerial. The rigor of this view is not lessened by the fact that the arrestee did not sustain any actual damage, or even that he may have benefited. In any event, the duty of the officer is to produce the arrestee in court. Mass. 198 (1878) . 45 A North Carolina court in a similar case of arrest for intoxication, and subsequent discharge by the officer, declared that: "The constable thus constituted himself the judge, jury, and executioner. This is the best description of despotism." State v. Parker, 75 N.C. 189
(1876).
It is, of course, held generally that intoxication is a proper ground for delaying the appearance in court. And it was so held even though the arrestee was sufficiently in possession of his faculties to be able to look after his rights. ( § § 45, 46) . Upon recovering from intoxication, the arrested person may make a written request to be released from custody. He must give certain information, and state also that he has not been arrested for drunkenness four times during the preceding year. The officer in charge must endorse his opinion of the probable truth of the statement; and a probation officer, after investigation must do likewise. The statute further provides that an officer shall not be liable for illegal arrest or imprisonment if the arrestee is so released at his request. In such a case, the Massachusetts court held that there was no liability, not only because of the statute but also because the plaintiff, by asking to be freed from an arrest without arraignment "impliedly waives any claim for damages which otherwise he might have had against the officer." Horgan v. Boston Elevated Co., 2o8 Mass. 287, 94 N.E. 386 (i9ii). 48 We find similar insistence in the middle of the i8th century. Thus: "..... a Constable is to remember, that he is to apprehend Offenders and not to determine Offenses; that being the Office of the Magistrate only, before whom every Prisoner taken into Custody for any Offense should be carried, in the Officer's Justification, who cannot otherwise discharge him with Safety." Fielding, Treatise on the Office of Constable 290-291 (1761).
immediate employment, and, it being refused, arrested him without a warrant, for vagrancy, and imprisoned him in the local jail for five hours. It happened, however, that Miller had $465 in his pocket-enough, at least, to employ counsel who recovered judgment for $450 for false imprisonment.49
A somewhat similar type of case deals with the arrest of women suspected of prostitution. Thus in a Maine case such a woman was arrested as "an idle and disorderly person having no visible means of support." On the evening of the same day a deputy sheriff released her at the request of her mother. Two weeks later she sued for false imprisonment, and recovered judgment for $ioo. 3. Detention to facilitate investigation.-Two Boston policemen arrested a Cambridge resident who had for twenty-five years been engaged in the produce business and occasionally, also, in the business of buying and selling railroad tickets. Suspecting that he had purchased a stolen ticket, the officers took him first to a railroad office, then to a city police station, where he was "booked" on the charge of "being a suspicious person." After imprisonment for little more than an hour, he was released. The appellate court held that the trial judge erred in not instructing the jury: (i) that failure to take the arrestee before a court for examination without unreasonable delay made the defendants liable; (2) that the officers had no right to delay taking the arrestee before the court while they conducted an investigation; s ' and (3) that the officers "had no right to discharge him from arrest without having taken him before the court. 5 "5 As early as 1825 in a case where a felony had been committed and an officer sought to justify an imprisonment for three days on the ground that he was collecting evidence, the English court held that "the law gives no authority even to a justice to detain a person suspected, but for a reasonable time till he may be examined. Accompanying such illegal imprisonment is a whole series of abuses. Several studies give special attention to the practice of holding prisoners incommunicado, s 4 and to that congeries of abuses known as the "third degree." These practices do not necessarily coincide with failure to produce the arrestee before a magistrate. But they preponderate in that direction. judicial proceedings result in the appearance of defense counsel. The prisoner is definitely known to be in the custody of the police. Habeas corpus can therefore be effective. Other legal guarantees also operate to afford some measure of protection; pro tanto they increase the difficulties of sweating to induce confessions. In short, the whole level of official activity is apt to be modified, once the defendant sets his foot in court. Thus arrest without a warrant followed by imprisonment and delay or failure to bring the arrestee before a magistrate is the likeliest area for "official lawlessness."s-4. Arrests on behalf of foreign jurisdictions.-Quite a different problem is revealed by cases dealing with the arrest of supposed fugitives from justice. In such a case a Minnesota sheriff arrested a transient upon receipt of information from officials of McHenry County, Illinois, relating to the larceny of horses, and describing the thief. The arrestee was imprisoned a constable the right to apprehend on suspicion upon a reasonable charge of felony, it would be an absurdity if (upon finding the suspicion groundless) he was precluded from discharging the prisoner out of his custody." (Id., at 481.) The M'Cloughin case was discussed by the Maine court in Burke v. Bell, 36 Me. 317 (1853) , and interpreted to apply only where an arrest was made upon suspicion without a warrant, and the suspicions vanished shortly thereafter (i.e., a reasonable time within which delivery to a magistrate must be made in any event). But a later Maine case (Therriault el al. v. Breton, II4 Me. 137, 95 Atl. 699 (ig5)) carried the exception much farther. The plaintiff was arrested for the supposed theft of a pig; but next day the pig was found. The owner refused to sign a complaint, and the plaintiff was discharged. The court distinguished between the duties of police officers in misdemeanors and in felonies. In the former they must take the arrestee before a court within a reasonable time. But in a felony case, the police have reasonable time to investigate, and if their suspicions then disappear, theymay discharge the arrestee without incurring any liability. The Maine rule is a rare one, and unsupportable on general authority. Therriault v. Breton relied upon Burke v. Bell. That case, however, imposed liability. The M'Cloughin case was a release by the officer immediately after the apprehension. In the Therriault case the arrestee was placed in jail. The utmost leeway allowed would seem to be release immediately after apprehension without incarceration having taken place. for five days while the Minnesota sheriff awaited the Illinois requisition for extradition. None having arrived, he released the arrestee who had not been brought before any magistrate. The court held that such imprisonment for five days was, as a matter of law, unreasonable and that the jury should have been so instructed5 6 In a New York suit for false imprisonment, it was shown that the Syracuse police department had received information by telephone from Buffalo officials to the effect that a passenger on a Syracuse-bound train was wanted for burglary. An arrest, following the description given, was made that night. The arrestee was released the next afternoon without having been brought before a magistrate. The policemen sought to escape liability upon the ground that their duties ended when they delivered the prisoner to their superior officer; also that they had not imprisoned the arrestee for an unreasonable time. Both defenses were held insufficient.
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5. Inadequate administrative facilities.-Finally there needs to be mentioned a situation which seems to result from imperfect administrative machinery, aggravated in some cases, apparently, by gross negligence or spite. Perhaps the most extreme case reported, occurred in Vermont in 1895. The plaintiff was arrested for perjury on a warrant issued by the county court. The court had adjourned when the plaintiff was taken into custody. He was thereupon locked in the county jail and imprisoned for six months until the states attorney ordered his release.s The court held that the states attorney had such power "if in his judgment, the adminis- Cf. as to London over a century ago-"Does it ever happen that a person is kept under charge all night, in consequence of there being no magistrate in attendance to receive the information against him? It is possible such a thing may have happened, but I do not know of any instance of it within my own recollection." Chief Clerk at Bow Street Court in the Report on the Police of the Metropolis 48-49 (1816); also cf. id., at 70.
And for a contemporary New York practice as to youths, see the Report of the New York Crime Commission (1931) at i81, showing that "an appreciable number of cases were held longer than the required period"-i.e., longer than until the morning after the arrest. The condition of the New York "bull pen" described in the report, would give penologists food for thought as to the rate of progress. tration of justice required it." But the decision overruling the plaintiff's demurrer to the sheriff's plea was affirmed.
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III
The abuses* evidenced by the reports might be condoned if they were infrequent; not, indeed, on principle, but as cases falling within an inevitable margin of human fallibility. The seriousness of the problem increases as the number of abuses mounts. Of major importance, therefore, is the frequency of the illegal practices described.
On many phases of criminal law administration, statistics are available, and, occasionally, in abundance. Careful sifting of the data leads frequently to very significant results. But suppose it is desired to investigate such a very important phenomenon as the number of persons arrested and discharged by police without being brought before a judge. A mere handful of cities publish such records, and it is generally impossible for anyone -even the police themselves-to know what is going on in this regard.
6 '
Notable exceptions are the reports of Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles. In Boston, approximately 3,500 "suspicious persons" were arrested each year during 1928-1933. Practically all of them were discharged by the police without any appearance in court. During the same period an average of 476 persons were arrested for "disorderly conduct." All of them were released by the police without appearance in court. The Police Commissioner's Reports reveal similar practices for twelve other charges-
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The problem is related to that of long incarceration pending the grand jury or the trial court. These are, of course, cases of legal imprisonment. Apparently there is no call to provide compensation, regardless of the length of such imprisonment and of the fact that the arrestee is subsequently discharged or found not guilty.
We have indeed made some progress in the past century and a half. E.g., "inasmuch as no provision is made for them, but bread and water, and the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of obtaining admission for their friends to see them, renders it a melancholy and dangerous situation, and appears to us contrary to the principle of our happy Constitution, which has wisely provided that no punishment ought to take place till after conviction. The 1932 Los Angeles Report shows many persons "released," apparently by the police without order of court. Most numerous are those released for robbery (1,399), burglary (1, 027) and theft or larceny (790). For drunkenness, only 46 are reported "released"; for disorderly conduct, 118, and for vagrancy, 113. The total number "released" in 1932 was 4,837.
The reports from these three cities shed considerable light on the police practices in question. In Boston, the cases of drunkenness bulk largest in the figures for arrestees released by the police. But such release as regards drunkenness, if in accord with a special statute, is legal in Massachusetts.
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Together with "disorderly conduct" and "suspicious persons," they con- Cf. "About two-thirds of the men arrested for drunkenness are dismissed by the Police, after sobering up, and are not taken into court." Kitchelt and Farrow, Report on a Minor Survey of the Administration of Criminal Justice in Hartford, New Haven, and Bridgeport, Connecticut, 17 J. Crim. Law and Criminology 375, 398 (1926) .
6s Cf. supra note 47. But Massachusetts is apparently unique in this regard. Hence the conclusions reached below as to the nation are not materially affected.
stitute the overwhelming majority of the cases thus treated. In Detroit, the cases of "drunkenness" and "detained for investigation" are also the largest by far. But Detroit also reports substantial figures for many other offenses," including the major ones. The Los Angeles report shows a spread of such cases throughout the classification, with marked concentration in the offenses against property. As noted, relatively few cases are reported for drunkenness and the other categories that comprise the bulk of cases similarly treated by the police in Boston and Detroit. This disparity in records, the nature of these offenses, and available national statistics regarding them 67 suggest that the Los Angeles department does not record such cases; so, too, as regards the major offenses in Boston.' It is possible, of course, that in these cases the police invariably bring arrestees before a magistrate (or that the arrestees have given releases), just as it is possible, though much less so, that the Los Angeles police act likewise in cases of drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and vagrancy.
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What national statistics are available? The Uniform Crime Reports state the number of offenses "cleared by arrest.
'70 They also report the number of persons "charged," i.e. held for prosecution, and the number of "offenses known to the police." But several persons may have committed one offense. One person may have committed several offenses. Obviously, unless we know, in addition to the above, the number of arrestees, it is impossible to know how the police operate-whether they make one or a dozen arrests before a suspect is held for prosecution and an offense is "cleared." The Uniform Crime Reports for 1934 represent a very important advance. The first attempt was there made to publish national statistics showing the number of persons arrested and released by the police without being turned overfor prosecution. But the compilation is grossly inadequate:
6Cf. "During this seven-year period, 32,786 men were arrested on the charge of being disorderly persons ..... Of this number 67 per cent were discharged by the superintendent of police after being held from a few hours to a few days. 
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Meaning by "cleared" merely that arrested suspects are held for prosecution. Note the definition in the Uniform Crime Reports: "Under the system of uniform crime reporting an offense is treated as cleared by arrest when the offender (sic!) is apprehended and held or turned over for prosecution."
In quite a large number of instances [of cities reporting) no entries were made ..... In some instances definite statements were made on the reports that no records were maintained regarding such individuals, while on others there were no entries at all, or entries were limited to the three classifications pertaining to violations of motor vehicle and traffic laws.
?
Such reports were disregarded. We are not told how many there were, nor what distribution of population or cities they represented. But for cities under io,ooo in population, such reports were tabulated even if the entries of the persons released were limited to traffic regulations. The given tabulation is based upon reports from 3o9 cities, with an aggregate population of I i,195,92o. The potential importance of even these records sharply diminishes when we note that of these cities, only i6 have populations in excess of 1oo,ooo.
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One hundred sixty-seven, almost threefifths, are from towns under io,ooo. Where the problem is most acute, we are least informed73
The incompleteness of the data imposes sharp limitations. Sufficient is set forth, however, to indicate an enormous extent of illegal police practices. In some instances the data reveal the existence of acute problemsnotably as regards "suspicion," drunkenness, gambling, prostitution, vagrancy, assaults, crimes against property, and traffic violations of all sorts. In some instances (though not for all population groups), especially for gambling, "suspicion" and drunkenness, more arrestees were released than held for prosecution. In several other instances of the offenses noted, the number of persons released by police fell only a little short of that held for prosecution. A rough generalization on the basis of existing national statistics, is that, for many offenses, one of every three persons arrested is released by the police without being brought before any judicial officer. 74 The total number of persons arrested and released by police in 1933 was 31x,877 ( Table  14) . The population represented is about one-eleventh of the total American population. On the basis of a very crude calculation (on the one hand very conservative since only x6 cities above iooooo population are included; on the other hand deductions would have to be made for such situations as the Massachusetts drunkenness cases where a special statute exists), it appears that approximately three and one-half million illegal arrests and imprisonments were made in the United States in 1933. Obviously both the statistical and necessary supporting data are so incomplete as to make the above estimate little more than conjectural. Butfor
The above statistical data supplement the appellate court cases previously examined. Even if many of the data be heavily discounted, it is apparent that the violations described there and others noted immediately above, constitute enormously widespread and frequent illegal practices by police. The two types of data combined make it possible to visualize certain typical activities of a large class of public servants, and to arrive at important conclusions regarding the efficacy of the rules designed to afford protection against them.
None the less there has been considerable growth in law designed to increase the protection of society by officials. Thus recent statutes have enormously enlarged the rights of officers to arrest without a warrant. Principally, these enactments have brought within the area of legal arrest, a vast number of misdemeanors which were not breaches of the peace at common law, and hence not subject to arrest without warrant even though committed in the presence of an officer7 5 Without statutory provision, courts have occasionally held that an offense is a felony in order to legalize arrest without a warrant, despite the otherwise unvaried interpretation of the same offense as a misdemeanor. 76 the present purpose, any minimum estimate appears to be so tremendous as to constitute the aggregate of such cases a serious problem. Thus: Cf. Maitland, Justice and Police 119-121 (I885). Similar provisions are common in the states, though many of them still retain the troublesome distinctions between felony and misdemeanor even when the offense is committed in the officer's presence. 76 An apt illustration is provided by two Michigan cases. In Drennan v. The People, io Mich. 169 (1862), a police officer sought to arrest without a warrant a person charged with theft of a pair of gloves. For force used in effecting the arrest, he was later convicted of assault with intent to murder. A Michigan statute provided that: "The term felony when used in this title, or in any other statute, shall be construed to mean an offense for which the offender, on conviction, shall be liable by law to be punished with death, or by imprisonment in the State prison." It was held by a divided court that this clause applied only to statutory offenses. The fact that petty larceny was punishable neither by death nor by imprisonment in the State prison did not mean that the offense was not a felony. The clause in no way affected common law felonies. Thus the court assumed that petty larceny was a feloniy at common law. (But cf. Campbell's, J., dissenting opinion in the Drennan case; also the writer's discussion of petty Furtherance of public security is also illustrated by cases dealing with the effect of illegal arrest upon the jurisdiction of the court which tries the person thus arrested. A leading case is Ker v. Illinois. 7 Ker was wanted in Illinois upon charges of embezzlement and larceny. He was located in Lima, Peru. Henry G. Julian, armed with a governor's requisition and a presidential warrant was sent there to arrest him. But he did not present his documents to Peruvian authorities. Instead, he forcibly seized Ker and carried him on board the U. S. S. Essex, where he kept him prisoner until the vessel arrived at Honolulu. There Ker was transferred to another vessel and brought to San Francisco. Before his arrival, the Governor of Illinois had made requisition upon the Governor of California for his delivery as a fugitive from justice, and the Governor of California had entered his order for the surrender of the prisoner. Upon the latter's arrival at San Francisco he was immediately placed in the custody of an official from larceny in Theft, Law and Society 298-301 (1935)). The right to arrest without a warrant was said to be "derived from the common law, and not from the statute." Accordingly, no legislative change in the punishment of an offense could affect the right to arrest as defined by the common law. A new trial was therefore granted the officer.
In 1885 Chief Justice Cooley was asked to depart from the rule laid down in the Drennan case. In the case before him the defendant had been convicted of murder of a policeman who sought without a warrant to make an arrest for petty larceny. Obviously, if the offense was a misdemeanor, the arrest was illegal and the defendant was within his rights in resisting even to the point of committing a homicide, if reasonably necessary. Cooley, C. J., suggested that the offense might in fact have been larceny from a store. In any event, he refused to set aside the rule in Drennan v. The People. ("..... . it may be doubted if the good of society requires that the right to arrest without warrant should depend in cases of larceny upon the value of the property stolen."). The conviction of the defendant for murder of a policeman was upheld.
Cf. State v. Grant, 79 Mo. 113 (1883), where a conviction for murder of a policeman was upheld. The policeman sought to arrest without a warrant, two men carrying a bucket of butter at night, which apparently had been stolen the day before.
On the other hand, it must be recognized that the right forcibly to resist arrest without a warrant in cases of misdemeanors, and the rule against the officers' use of weapons in such cases sometimes operate to render such (illegal) arrest both difficult and hazardous. But these rules must also be judged in the light of their actual operation, e.g., with reference to effective remedy for violations. In addition to the above, cf, Wakely v. Hart, 6 Binney (Penn.) 316 (1814), where there was an arrest without a warrant, and the defense was that the charge (receiving stolen property) was a misdemeanor. The court held: "Receiving stolen goods .... is an offense which approaches very near to a felony, and its effects are more pernicious than the felony itself, for if there were no receivers there would be but few felonies," etc. Would the court have argued thus in a prosecution for receiving stolen goods? And cf. Rohan v. Sawn, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 281 (185o), and Franklin v. Amerson, 118 Ga. 860, 45 S.E. 698 (19o3) .
Evidence that the plaintiff might have been arrested for another cause is admissible in mitigation of damages. Note, 4 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 235 (1932) . And a policeman making an arrest under a void warrant, can reduce the damages in a suit against him by showing that he had reasonable ground to believe that the plaintiff had committed a felony. The analogy of the rules admitting evidence illegally acquired is apparent. But whereas there authority is divided, here the rule is practically universal that "it [is] immaterial .... whether [he] had been arrested legally or illegally, or arrested at all, before the complaint was made.1 79 The only limitation on the rule permits the raising of objections prior to trial. But that is of little value since it is permissible to re-arrest the defendant immediately upon his release.
5 " At his trial, evidence acquired by illegal imprisonment and "third degree" methods, short of amounting to a confession, is generally admissible. The spread of statutes bringing numerous offenses within the area of legal arrest without a warrant, the decisions of courts construing certain offenses, normally misdemeanors, as felonies, for the purpose of arrest, the rejection of the manner of arrest, however illegal, as irrelevant to the jurisdiction of the court which tries the arrestee, the introduction of evidence 78 In a New York case where the court held that "a conviction should not be set aside because the defendant was illegally arrested," they were careful to add that: "This rule does not deprive the defendant of the benefit of the provisions of the law relating to arrest. If it turns out that he is illegally arrested he has his remedy in action for false imprisonment." People v. Park, 156 N.Y.S. 816, 92 Misc. 369 (zgi5). Thus have judges quieted their consciences-while attaining what they regarded as the major objective.
79 Commonwealth v. Conlin, 184 Mass. 195, 68 N.E. 207 (i9o3) . The doctrine has been applied to administrative officers in certain cases-with very interesting results. Thus in a California case, a woman was illegally arrested, then examined by a physician connected with a city health department, who found her to be afflicted with a contagious infection, and (under a statute) ordered her to be quarantined and treated. The entire proceedings were sustained by the court. secured, in part, as a result of illegal arrest-all of this expansion of legal doctrine reveals numerous efforts to provide protection by police against socially dangerous persons by facilitating their apprehension and incarceration. Clearly this does not mean that either rules or practices or both, adequately afford protection. Indeed, the contrary is all-too-probable. But it does mean-if one has an eye to increase in actual security rather than to mere cumulation of rules-that the problem is much too complex in a culture such as ours, to be successfully dealt with by reforms directed solely at one aspect of the social need. 8 '
Such disparity between rules and practices as that described, may be regarded as symptomatic of difficult social problems. In this view, the practices result, in part at least, from inadequate legal provision for coping with the social need.
No doubt the problem of safeguarding the normal population from the subnormal and maladjusted is, under present conditions, tremendously acute. As between strict adherence to outmoded rules, and practices at odds with such rules, the latter may well be the lesser evil. But that alternative, as a deliberate policy, cannot in a society constructed upon law, be a permanent one. In relation to such an hypothesis, at any rate, is the above discussion relevant. Neither condemnation of police practices, in themselves, nor reaffirmance of "individual rights" is here involved. Rather the problem is analogous to those resulting from the social conditions consequent upon the Industrial Revolution. Those problems focusing on the differentiation of official from lay right, and disclosing the expansion of the former, can be analyzed in terms of the clash between the demand for security and opposing forces designated as "political values." Similarly, here and now, we have to deal with an inter-play of forces which operate upon a balance as delicate as it is potent.
In the contemporary'problem, lay enforcement of the law-as regards arrest-recedes. We deal almost entirely with officials. We deal with official practices at odds with official rights. We note pressing social problems that call forth such violations of the rules-not as sporadic, occasional acts but as habitual, organized, even publicly approved. We note unfortunate consequences of the disparity between practices and rules. We are led, 81 The above analysis is in certain respects a simplification (necessary for the purposes in hand) of vastly more complex phenomena than appear. The processes that may be viewed as tending respectively towards protection by and protection against a professional force, are reciprocal ones. Official practices, as responses to the stimuli of social need, constitute one phase of the problem. The other relates to the theory noted in the writer's historical discussion of arrest, op. cit. supra note i, regarding the tendency of official practices to become law. In that connection see the writer's suggestions for reform, infra. thence, to a search for norms that will meet the new needs-social and political.
Legality of arrest hinges most frequently upon the discharge of duties after the apprehension of the arrestee. Traditional legal duty calls for appearance before a magistrate. But traditional treatment of the bulk of the cases described is recognized as futile. Changed mores, realization that large classes of persons (generally recognized as obnoxious because of their status rather than because of any serious social damage done) are not dangerous, combined with the persistence of laws enacted for a medieval, rural, static society-these have produced the problems that perplex contemporary officials. The incidence of some of these problems was described in the above analysis of appellate court cases and statistical data. It remains to consider them briefly in relation to the social purposes involved, and with a view to indicating avenues to a sounder manipulation of social and legal instrumentalities.
i. Drunkenness.-The widespread and frequent practice of arrest and release without appearance in court in such cases, undoubtedly has a long history. It is much older than the Boston Police Report of January, 1851, which recites that "persons arrested for drunkenness .... were detained until sober and then discharged." Arrest of drunken persons consumes a large part of the time and energy of police officers. In i8go, Mr. George W. Hale of the Lawrence, Massachusetts, Police Department, compiled some very interesting statistics from questionnaires sent to the police of about 25o American cities. In many cities he found that the vast majority of all arrests was for drunkenness. The maximum incidence of such arrest was in a group of cities where the percentages ranged from eighty to eighty-six per cent. of all arrests. 8 2 Hence the problem of more efficient expenditure of police energy is acute at this point.
The statistics on such arrests and releases bear eloquent testimony to the shortsightedness of the policy pursued. No doubt the same persons are arrested time after time. In many cases the records extend over a long period of years, and show an incredibly large number of arrests, suspended sentences, fines and brief incarcerations. Such "treatment" serves no purpose other than to facilitate re-arrest-and upon the same charge. These persons and similar delinquents, both before and after sentence, crowd the jails to such an extent that the prisons burst from over-population, and courts are driven to modify their treatment of more serious offenders.
The necessary objectives for reform are clear: (i) removal of serious conflict between rules and practices; and (2) the adoption of a socially intelligent policy of treating such delinquents. In the formulation of this policy it would be necessary to consider: (a) the types of offenders, who are usually the victims of an inferior economic status3 and/or of alcoholism or other disease; and (b) the fact that these offenders do not arouse strong public emotion, and that hence it is possible to treat them in any manner dictated by available knowledge and desired social ends. 4 2. Vagrancy, "suspicious person," "having no lawful neans of support." Historically, the purpose of these laws was to do what they purported to do. Having no lawful means of support ran counter to the mores of simple, rural societies.
8 -Far back into Anglo-Saxon society are found dooms against begging and vagrancy. From then up to the present time, a torrent of legislation has prescribed traditional punitive treatment. And the number of homeless, propertyless, misfit and irresponsible persons has swelled into the many thousands.
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Yet these laws remain upon our statute books in their traditional form.7 Change in mores has resulted only in the same crude practice that characterizes the handling of drunkenness cases. Every large city has thousands of homeless, unemployed men and women who persist in getting into the way of police officers. The police operation is one of very superficial prophylaxis-an overnight removal of these unsightly elements from the city streets. 88 The utter impotence of this class of arrestees is ample guarantee 83 This is probably a constant factor. The well-to-do inebriate rarely falls into the hands of the police. Stats., 1924 Stats., c. 38, par. 6o6, no. 270, pp. 2676 89 Edith Abbott gives a long list of the behavior brought under the disorderly conduct charge in Chicago-including many such as: "2012, no home, discharged"; "pool room raid, that they will not employ attorneys or otherwise annoy the police. The same observations made above, as to the necessary directions for reform in drunkenness cases, apply here with even greater force. Indeed, it is becoming more and more apparent as medical, psychiatric and criminologic knowledge increases, that the vagrant, the drunkard (frequently a chronic alcoholic), the drug addict, the prostitute, the petty thief and others, should be separated in theory as well as in practice, from the truly criminal, and given treatment according to their needs.
Recently such statutes have been used to harass notorious criminals whom it is impossible to convict for major offenses. The utility of vagrancy statutes and related laws making it criminal to have "no lawful means of support," was pointed out in 1915 by the Chicago City Council Committee on Crime.
9 Since then many cities have resorted to these laws to arrest repeatedly, to punish, and thus to expel criminals from their jurisdictions.90 Finally, these statutes are frequently used to assist the police in their investigation of serious crimes. They may desire information and arrest a "suspicious person" 9 ' in order to interrogate him. They may arrest a numdischarged"; "2012, sleeping in wagon, discharged"; "2012, sleeping in alley, drunk, discharged"; "2oi2, out of work, i month, probation 6 months; F. W. for sleeping on the prairie because he had just got a job and had no other place to go that night." Recent Statistics Relating to Crime in Chicago, 13 J. Crim. Law and Criminology 338-9 (1922). 89 pP. 170-172. The Committee pointed out that ordinarily the charges were "disorderly conduct," which resulted in a small fine or complete discharge. Under the vagrancy law, sentence of six months imprisonment was possible.
90 E.g., "Mayor Hague yesterday gave the formula that he said had been effective in frustrating racketeers: 'Don't wait for a complaint against him. jail him and keep jailing him until he leaves town ..... In Jersey City, the police bear the brunt. They don't wait to see a crime committed. They don't wait for a complaint. When a gangster or racketeer shows up, we lock him up under the Disorderly Persons Act. There's no bail. He gets ninety days. When he gets out and persists in hanging around, we give him another jail dose. We keep that up until he departs. '" N.Y. Herald Tribune (about May 4, 1933 ber of suspects, and by a process of elimination, decide upon the guilty one.
9 2 Again, they may suspect someone of having committed a major offense, and fear that he will leave the jurisdiction before they can secure the evidence necessary to support a complaint. 9 3 Or they may wish to compel such a suspected person to confess or to supply evidence against himself. The arrest is made for being a "suspicious person. ' 94 The problem is quite different from those involving drunkenness, vagrancy or prostitution. The difficulties confronting the police are many. But the need revealed by reliance upon vagrancy statutes should not be met by such indirection.
3. Illegal imprisonment pending investigation.-The practice of deliberate detention to facilitate investigation (quite apart from arrests upon "suspicious person" statutes), is by no means peculiar to American police. It is of frequent occurrence in England.95 The report of the Royal Commission of 1929 states the reason for its continuance: "the police have to work very rapidly very often." Sir Archibald Bodkin, Director of Public Prosecutions insisted that there was a sharp distinction between detention and arrest. A person detained: "is not treated as a prisoner; he is not put in any cell; he waits in awaiting room ... . he has a room and bed there; .... the Police. ... treat them well, they feed them well." ' 6 The detention lasts two or three days, never more than four. But the Commission rejected Sir Archibald's view that detention differed from arrest. A person "requested" to accompany an officer to a station to be "detained" there, invariably complied. Although placed in a waiting room, a detained person would not be permitted to leave the station. Yet there is neither statute nor regulation authorizing such detention.97 On the continent, how- 94 E.g., "It appears from the affidavits on this case that there had recently been committed within the city of Richmond a felony of the gravest nature. Acting upon information in his possession, the police officer arrested Claude Hill upon suspicion of being the perpetrator of this crime. Instead of charging him, however, with being suspected of this specific offense, he was arrested and held merely as a suspicious character." Hill v. Smith, 107 Va. 848, 59 S.E.
(1907).
93 Report of the Royal Commission on Police Powers and Procedure 56-57 (1929) . The Commission mildly censured the practice, and recommended reliance upon the "delayed charge" which allows twelve hours for investigation prior to bringing the accused into court. Id., § 158, p. 59.
96 Minutes of Evidence Taken before the Royal Commission on Police Powers and Procedure, § § 1385, 1389, 1390 (1928). ever, a distinction in law has long been made between arrest and detention -no charge and no reasonable ground of suspicion being necessary for the latter. 9s We need not be surprised that "detention" is also practiced by American police99 although its enormously high frequency discloses an especially serious problem. Our police make no distinctions as regards taking into custody for different purposes. They provide no separate quarters for those merely "detained." There is no different treatment of any kindexcept that persons held in custody without being legally placed under arrest are much more frequently subjected to abuse.
If serious abuses could be eliminated, only nominal damages would normally be risked by a community which permitted conflict between rules and practices to exist. It would simply be deliberately recognized that any political instrumentality is apt to depart from its prescribed sphere of operation, and that remedies should be provided for those who suffer thereby. That, in part, is the present situation aggravated by gross abuses and the lack of effective remedies. That the problem is a very difficult one is apparent. The police have great obstacles to overcome in their efforts to accumulate evidence. Hence there might be much said in defense of the practice of detention of suspects pending investigation if adequate guarantees against abuse were available. But such detention-certainly in its present character-immediately conflicts with traditional political ideals, whereby it is insisted that individuals who have committed no wrong shall be absolutely unmolested. The resolution of such conflicts provides the greatest contemporary challenge to all students of government.
In the solution of this problem, as it concerns the present inquiry, it is necessary to consider the principal difficulties which our police encounter. The distinction is not unconnected with thd supposed necessity for the 'caution.' If a person is under arrest, he must be 'cautioned' in the well-known form laid down by the judges; if he be only detained, reasons the police officer, he can be left to make statements without being scared off doing so, or can even be questioned." Detention or Arrest, 7 Solicitor's Journal 6io (July30, 1927) .
9 Fosdick, European Police Systems at 17 (I915). Again in the books, we eschew the Razzia System of the continentals. But our papers constantly report such facts as "400 in Roundup," "Police Seize 191 in Crime Roundup," and so on. They constitute the fundamental problems which must engage the attention of those interested in improving the effectiveness of police work. Countries whose police achieve a relatively high degree of success in the detection of crime and the apprehension of criminals operate under two fundamental advantages over American police. They have to deal with a relatively stationary population; ours is a very mobile one. They also enlist general public support; 0 0 our police must depend very largely upon their own efforts.°I Mobility of our population will continue. Accordingly, enlistment of public support is at once the most important and the most likely problem with which we need to deal. How can the advantages of the earlier, traditional system of reliance upon the total population for assistance in crime detection and apprehension of offenders be secured to the fullest extent consistent with modern conditions?
The principle formulated in the above analysis and tested over a long period of history,°2 supplies valuable guidance, namely-elimination of illegal and abusive practices1°3 by police as the essential prerequisite to the 10 "In other lands the Police are regarded as only representing the Executive Government, whereas with us they belong to the people. And as a result of this, our Police are always ready to help the citizens, and can always count upon receiving help from them in return." Sir Robert Anderson, The Lighter Side of My Official Life 264-265 (191o) .
That serious problems persist is of course obvious. See the list of abuses by police set forth in Appendix D in the Report of the Police Commission (1929) , and Wright, Police and Public (1929). But in England there is not only sharp criticism of police practices which are commonplace here but also determined efforts by persons in authority to remove the evils--e.g. the Savidge and the Shepherd cases.
So, too, disciplinary measures against police are relatively prompt and effective. Cf. "Sometimes summonses are applied for against the police for alleged assaults. Invariably such summonses are granted. It is vital that both the public and police should realize that if the law protects the police against the public it also protects the public against the police." Cairns (a metropolitan magistrate), The Loom of the Law 266 (London, about 1923) .
Cf. for Chicago "Examination of the hearing docket discloses that the relatively few penalties imposed by the [Police Department Trial] Board are not heavy and that only in the rarest instances does it even approach the full exercise of its power to recommend suspension for thirty days." Chicago Police Problems 75 (1931) . See id., at 78-79, showing that dismissed policemen are almost invariably reinstated.
10, And they must employ an enormous number of informers. E.g. "Stool-pigeons were a costly item in the police budget. Lieutenant Pfeiffer testified that the average monthly bill submitted by each officer was $35. In the whole city the taxpayers paid approximately $ioo,ooo per year for the use of these informers." Final Report of Samuel Seabury In the Matter of the Investigation of the Magistrates' Courts, etc., 84 (1932) .
-See the writer's article op. cit. supra note i.
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The problem is to improve the practices not merely to prescribe rules and regulations. Cf. "The real protection of the individual lies not in regulations which may be ignored, but in a high standard being maintained by the Police force." Minutes of Evidence Taken Before enlistment of public support, and hence to efficient detection and arrest. If one might venture a metaphor and a broad generalization to describe what is really a very complex process, one might state that the public normally asks a price for its collaboration: police practices consistent with political values and effective legal remedies for official lawlessness. Yet, irrational though it be, there is also wide acquiescence in the illegal arrest of thousands of persons, for drunkenness, vagrancy, suspicion of felony, and in much more serious abuses, as well. Such acquiescence (resulting from lack of knowledge of what goes on, from failure to grasp the significance of known facts in relation to the problem as a whole, and from a consequent belief that results deemed desirable justify ends deemed necessary-all augmented by emotional responses set off by sensational cases) has helped to root these practices deeply in police work. 0 4 Failure to provide compensation for persons seriously injured by the police has reenforced these practices. Respectable persons sometimes get caught in the enormous mill. They join the thousands of individuals of inferior economic status in their hostility to police. Common knowledge of abuses leads generally, at least to indifference, and more often, to dislike. These facts find wide acceptance. But it is necessary to understand and to demonstrate as fully as possible, that, in the long sweep of events, abuse by police is at the expense of protection by police.
In addition to adoption of sound social policies regarding treatment of large numbers of maladjusted, relatively harmless persons who swell the statistics on illegal arrest, several legal reforms should be instituted. Most important would be revision of the rules of law to accord with these sounder modes of treatment. Next is provision of adequate remedies to compensate persons injured by policemen. A community which pays the bill will not long tolerate habitual lawlessness.105 The resulting higher standard of police behavior may be expected to compel more effec- "Police work in this country .... is in many ways comparable to a skilled handicraft and the aim should be not the elaboration of codes of rules and regulations so much as the selection of the best personnel, and improvement of the training of recruits and the instruction of constables after their appointment, and the maintenance of the best traditions of the Service." X04 I have only touched upon a few types of illegal practices. A formidable list is discussed by the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, and the Am. Bar Ass'n Committee (cited above).
los Every improvement in personnel will diminish such liability.
tive disciplinary action within the police department itself as well as by civil service commissions. It should also facilitate successful prosecution of policemen for the more serious abuses,°O The practice of securing releases from persons who have not been abused while in their custody, would not only help to impress upon police their duty to arrestees, but would also reduce the numbers they would be required to bring into court. Such procedure, while dangerous in the hands of abusive police, would be a boon in the hands of law-respecting officials. Much of this calls for more intelligent utilization of present resources within existing authority. The same principles regarding maintenance of an equilibrium between official practices and political ideals, realized through effective legal remedies, apply to proposals to extend the powers of police. Experience has accumulated to such proportions in other directions that it is possible to arrive at certain conclusions with assurance. Thus it is clear that we should abolish the archaic classification of felony and misdemeanor and with it the fiction which, among other absurdities, requires a policeman to determine on the spot and under exciting conditions, questions upon which supreme court judges differ after considerable deliberation.
x 07 But most reforms that are urged are not so clearly desirable. How to evaluate them, how to rest their validity upon a sounder basis than mere opinion, is the general problem of greatest concern to students of human affairs. In recent years we have seen recommendations to provide a simple and a legal method of interrogating suspected persons, to enlarge the right to search and seize, to forbid resistance to arrest under any circumstances, and to institute other reforms' 5 All of these measures may well be considered in a long-range program of reform. But it is one thing to block out objectives; quite another probio6 Cf. "I therefore recommend: "Not merely that the law be adhered to, but that, wherever it appears before a Magistrate that the arrest has been unlawfully made by the police, it shall be his affirmative duty to receive evidence against the officer making the arrest, and to hold him to await the action of the proper authorities." Seabury, op. cit. supra note ioi, at 214-I5.
107 "A simplification of the law by basing the right to arrest on some broad principle (which is not the case at present) is highly desirable." Witness: Mr. D. Lleufer Thomas, LL.D., Stipendiary Magistrate, Pontypridd and Rhondda. Minutes of Evidence Taken before the Royal Commission on Police Powers and Procedure at 512 (1928) . See, too, the pointed remarks of W. S. Hughes, Chief Constable of the Lincoln City Police, id. at 561. lo8 Cf. Professor Waite's proposals as to the officers' right to use force in making arrests; also to permit introduction of evidence of actual guilt of the arrestee even though the officer did not know of any reasonable grounds to suspect guilt at the time of the arrest,-Some Inadequacies in the Law of Arrest, 29 Mich. L. Rev. 448 (ig3i); and Public Policy and the Arrest of Felons, 31 Mich. L. Rev. 749 (1933).
Cf. Professor Bohlen's view that it is not wise to give officers the right to arrest for all mis-lem actually to incorporate the desired reforms into institutions run on habit, and adapted to and molded by important social problems. Yet, if we can conceive the problem as a significantly integrated unit-though composed of parts that are unique-if, for example, we can understand that there is a vital, multilateral relationship between few arrests for many crimes and public disapproval of police, between wholesale illegal practices and inadequate provision for compensation, between serious social problems treated with indiscriminate superficiality and these selfsame illegal practices, then we may at least develop sure techniques for approaching our problems intelligently and with some expectation of achieving a fair degree of success.
demeanors committed in their presence: "After all we should not in our desire to punish crime, overlook the interests of individuals." 75 U. Pa. L. Rev. 489 (1926) .
Cf. too: "The observance of the rule of law that, in misdemeanor cases, the police are not authorized to arrest without warrant, where the offense is not committed in their presence, would have obviated the making of many unlawful arrests of innocent women, and would have eliminated other serious abuses." Seabury, op. cit. supra note ior, at 102.
